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1. Let X be a Banach space. Then a self-mapping A of X is said to be nonexpansive
provided that | |Ax-Ay||<| |x-y| | holds for all x, y eX. The class of nonexpansive map-
pings includes contraction mappings and is properly contained in the class of all continu-
ous mappings. Keeping in view the fixed point theorems known for contraction mappings
(e.g. Banach Contraction Principle) and also for continuous mappings (e.g. those of
Brouwer, Schauder and Tychonoff), it seems desirable to obtain fixed point theorems for
nonexpansive mappings defined on subsets with conditions weaker than compactness and
convexity. Hypotheses of compactness was relaxed by Browder [2] and Kirk [9] whereas
Dotson [3] was able to relax both convexity and compactness by using the notion of
so-called star-shaped subsets of a Banach space. On the other hand, Goebel and
Zlotkiewicz [5] observed that the same result of Browder [2] can be extended to mappings
with nonexpansive iterates. In [6], Goebel-Kirk-Shimi obtained fixed point theorems for
a new class of mappings which is much wider than those of nonexpansive mappings, and
mappings studied by Kannan [8]. More recently, Shimi [12] used the fixed point theorem
of Goebel-Kirk-Shimi [6] to discuss results for approximating fixed points in Banach
spaces.

In this paper we wish to present some theorems on coincidence points and common
fixed points for a pair of mappings defined on certain subsets of a Banach space. While
some of these results can be viewed as applications of those due to Goebel-Zlotkiewicz
[5] and Dotson [3], others are indeed generalizations of results due to Shimi [12]. In doing
so we are motivated by the work of Jungck [7] who took a continuous mapping instead of
the identity mapping to generalize the Banach fixed point theorems.

2. Let K be a closed subset of a Banach space X. The well-known Banach
Contraction Principle states that a contraction mapping of K into itself has a unique fixed
point. The same result holds if we assume that only some positive powers of a mapping
are contraction, but it is not true for nonexpansive mappings. However, Goebel and
Zlotkiewicz [5] observed that a result of Browder [2] can be extended to mappings with
nonexpansive iterates by using some fixed point theorems they proved for involutions.
The theorems of this section concerning the existence of coincidence points of two
mappings are applications of Goebel-Zlotkiewicz's results.

THEOREM 2.1. Let K be a dosed and convex subset of a Banach space X. Let
F: K —> K, G: K —» K satisfy the following conditions:

(i) F and G commute,
(ii) F 2 = /, G2 = I, where I denotes the identity mapping,

(iii) \\Fx-Fy\\<a\\Gx-Gy\\, for every x,yeK and 0 < a < 2 .
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Then there exists at least one point xoeK such that F(x0) = G(x0). Further, if 0 < a < 1, then
x0 is unique and xo = F(xo) = G(x0).

Proof. From (i) and (ii) it follows that (FG)2 = I, and by (ii) and (iii) we have
| |FGx-FGy| |<a| |x-y| | . Therefore by Theorem 1 of Goebel and Zlotkiewicz [S], FG has
a fixed point, say x0, in K. Since F2 = I, x0 is a point of coincidence of F and G. Proof of
the second part is simple. This completes the proof.

Exactly as shown in Goebel and Zlotkiewicz [5], one can prove the following result.

THEOREM 2.2. If X is a uniformly convex Banach space and K is a closed and convex
subset of X, then for each pair of mappings F : K—» K and G:K^>K satisfying conditions
(i) and (ii) of Theorem 2.1 with a such that a 8 ~ 1 ( l - l / a ) < 4 , there exists a point xoeK
which is the point of coincidence of F and G. (8 denotes the modulus of convexity of X).

The final result of this section reads as follows.

THEOREM 2.3. Suppose X is uniformly convex Banach space and K is a closed,
bounded and convex subset of X. If F:K—>K and G :K—> K satisfy the conditions

(1) | |F2(x)-F2(y)||<||x-y||,
(2) | |F(x)-F(y)||<a||G(x)-G(y)||, where a is the same as in Theorem 2.2,
(3) F and G commute,
(4) G2 = I,

then F and G have at least one point of coincidence.

Proof. Let C* be the set of fixed points of F2, a nonempty, closed, convex subset of
K (see e.g. Browder [2]). As F, G commute we find that G maps C* into itself. Also
F 2 = / on C* and so Theorem 2.2 applies. This ends the proof.

3. In this section we prove two theorems concerning approximation of common
fixed points for a pair of mappings in a general Banach space. Our results are indeed
extensions of those obtained by Shimi [12] which are in turn generalizations of results due
to Kannan [8] and Krasnoselskii [10]. The results obtained in Shimi [12] have been
proved for a class of mappings which includes nonexpansive mappings. For references on
similar results for nonexpansive mappings, see the papers quoted in Shimi [12].

THEOREM 3.1. Let X be a Banach space and xoeX be arbitrary. Let F and G be
mappings of X into itself such that the following are true:

(a) F and G commute,
(b) F(X)cG(X),
(c) G is continuous and linear,
(d) for all x,yeX, we have

\\Fx - Fy || s a||Gx - Gy || + b{||Gx - Fx|| + ||Gy - Fy ||}

+ c{||Gx-Fy|| + ||Gy-Fx||},

where a, b, c>0, a + 2b + 2c< l .
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Let x o eX be arbitrary. If fa} is a sequence in X satisfying Gxn+1=j{Gxn+Fxn),
n = 0,1, 2 . . . , and for which {Gx^ converges, then there is at least one common fixed point
of F and G.

Proof. Define a mapping F1 by setting F1(x) = ̂ (Gx + Fx). Then F1(xtl) =
n = 0,1,2, Also since F(X)<=G(X) and G is linear it follows that Fj is a self-
mapping on X, Fl(X)<=:G(X), FlG = GF1 and the sequence {Gx^} is a sequence of
G-iteration of x0 under Fj (cf. Park [11]).

Now for any x, y e X, we have

But
||Fx-Fy||<a||Gx-Gy|| + i){||Gx

<(
Therefore

If {Gxn} converges to u, then for n = 1, 2, 3 , . . . , we have

<||G(Gxn)-Gu||+iG(Gxn)-F1Gxn| |+| | |Gu-F1u||

= | |G2xr,-Gu||+i| |G2xn-GF1xn||+iGu-G2xn+1| |+i| |G2xn+1-F1u||.

Thus

Now using the continuity of G and the fact that GXn —> u, we find that

From the inequality

for n = 1, 2 , . . . , we see that Gu = Fxu. Therefore Gu = Fu. Once again commutativity of
F and G yields G(Gu) = G(FU) = FC(M) = F(FM). Then

||FH-F2M||<a||Gu-GFu||
+ c{\\Gu-F2u\\ + \\GFu-Fu\\},

which gives

F(Fu) = F(u).
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Also, G(Fu) = FG(u) = F(Fu) = F(u), and so Fu is a common fixed point of F and G. This
completes the proof.

REMARKS, (i) Putting G = I in Theorem 3.1 we get a result due to Shimi [12].
(ii) Note that if b > 0 then F and G will have a unique common fixed point.

Now we wish to investigate the solvability of certain non-linear functional equations
in a Banach space.

THEOREM 3.2. Let {u,} be a sequence of elements in a Banach space X, and let {vn} be
a sequence of solutions to the equation Gx — Fx = G(iO, n = 1, 2 , . . . , where F and G are
as in Theorem 3.1 except that G need not be linear and we require b>0. Then if ||GuJ|—*0
as n—»°°, the sequence {Gvn} converges to the solution of the equation Fx = Gx.

Proof. Firstly we observe that

lift*, - ft>m|| ̂  a\\Gvn -GvJ + b{\\Gvn - Fvn\\ + \\Gvm- FvJ}
+ c{\\Gvn-Fvm\\ + \\Gvm-Fvn\\}

< a\\Gvn -GvJ + bt\\Gun\\ + ||Giim||}

+ c{\\Gvn-Fvn\\ + \\Fvn -Fvm\\ + \\Gvm-FvJ + \\Fvm-Fvn\\i.

So we have

\\Fvn -R,m| |

Now clearly,

n - Gvm\\^\\Gvn -Fvn\\ + \\Fvn -FvJ + \\Fvm -GvJ

Hence {Gvn} is a Cauchy sequence and so it will converge to some point, say u. We
further note from the inequality

II" -FuJMIu - Gvn\\ + \\Gvn -FvJ = \\u - GVJ +

that {Fvn} also converges to u. Now

||Gu -Fu||<||Gu - GFvn\\ + \\FGvn -Fu\\

Hence

Letting n - » » w e have Gu = Fu as required.
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REMARKS, (i) For G = I our Theorem 3.2 reduces to that of Shimi [12].
(ii) As in the proof of Theorem 3.1 it follows that Fu is a common fixed point of F

and G. Also Fu will be unique since b > 0.

4. Now we present results on fixed point theorems for a pair of mappings defined on
certain special subsets of a Banach space. Our results are related to those contained in
Dotson [3] who relaxed the conditions of convexity and compactness from the similar
results for nonexpansive mappings obtained by Browder [2] and Kirk [9].

We introduce the following definition.

DEFINITION 4.1. Let G be a continuous mapping on a Banach space X. Then a
self-mapping F of X is said to be G-nonexpansive if

| |Fx-Fy||<||Gx-Gy||,

for all x, y e X.

We observe that a G-nonexpansive mapping is always continuous.
The following definition is taken from Dotson [3].

DEFINITION 4.2. If C is a subset of a Banach space X, then a mapping S:C^>X is
called demiclosed if {^JcC, {x,,} converges weakly to x e C and Sxn-^yeX imply that
y = Sx.

Obviously all weakly continuous maps are demiclosed.
The following is an easy consequence of results obtained by Dotson [3].

THEOREM 4.3. Let F, G be self mappings of a subset C of a Banach space X which
satisfy

(i) G2=G,
(ii) FG(C)<zG(C),

(iii) F is G-nonexpansive on C.
Suppose G(C) is star-shaped and weakly compact and that I—Fis demiclosed. Then F and
G have a common fixed point. If G(C) is compact, the restriction that I — F be demiclosed
can be dropped.

Proof. F is non-expansive on G(C) and so, by Theorem 2 (or Theorem 1) of Dotson
[3], F has a fixed point u = G(v) in G(C). Then Gu = G2v = Gv = u so that u is a
common fixed point.
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